Graduate Schools are Awaiting Decision on NDEA Fellowships

Kennedy Objects

This act has been recently enacted environmental laws, mainly of Senator John F. Kennedy (D. Mass.), for the requirement that any student receiving aid from it sign a loyalty oath, in which he declares, "I do not belong to any organization that believes in or teaches the overthrow of government by force or violence or by any illegal or unconstitutional methods." The President of Harvard, Yale, and Princeton have already spoken out against this requirement.

Kennedy now has placed a bill on the floor of the Senate to repeal that section of the bill which makes the loyalty oath necessary. In a speech to the Senate he stated: "Most of those who have excluded from the provision might be non-conformists and dissenters, but surely, in our efforts to attract into scientific pursuits the best talents, the most inquiring minds of our nation we do not wish to exclude the non-conformists and the dissenters.

If MIT were to receive the fellowship support, which would give recipient $2000 per year for study, MIT administration has chosen not to comment on it. The Senate Appropriations Committee has said MIT will be given the money, but MIT officials have not confirmed it.

The question of MIT's application for the fellowships has been raised by the issue of the battalion of students who have been active in the anti-war movement. Senator John F. Kennedy has introduced a bill to repeal the loyalty oath provision of the bill.

Spring Carnival to Have Games of Skill and Fun

by Jim Kisler

A night of boxing bricks, flipping pancakes, running races, games of skill and other tests of "intelligence" and dexterity are in store for tomorrow night at the Alpha Phi OmegaSenior Social Carnival and Dance at the City Auditorium from 7:30 to 12 a.m.

Four activities will be the order of the evening as Joan Paetz and Miss Veda Mutilt of MIT's catering service cook pancakes for the contestants on hot plates confiscated from Burton House by Mr. Herbschnittner.

The twenty-five activities and living groups which will participate in the festivities are expected to attract large crowds to the floor for the evening of fun.

Burton's booth will entertain contestants to pit their twisted minds against an electronic man and to compete against their time for the course against the times logged previously by Joan Paetz and Bill, Professor Gordon Eleven, and a pair of Irish white rats.

Other activities include electronic fortune telling, basketball pitching, large dance tests of skill and other mental acuity and calculating eyes in various games of skill, plus other unlisted social activities.

A similar carnival held in the Curry House the same night ended in a take in riot, dispersed by a squad of Cambridge police, and in a bit of chaos. The crowd was about to exceed 2000, by illegal methods, from their dormitory room from the first area who were drawn by a group of music and dancing groups.

The drive of the crowd which resulted in extensive property damage and disorder on the floor was directly to the combination of rock and roll music and the fact that student received several lead injuries as a result of a beating with the lead

Burton to Dine at Home

Dining Hall To Cost Half Million

Construction of the Burton House dining hall begins this summer and is expected to be completed by 1960. The $600,000,000 dining room is expected to be ready by the fall of 1961.

The principal part of the structural portion of the year's fund would be spent to complete the construction of the building. The principal part of the structural portion of the year's fund would be spent to complete the construction of the building.

submission of the change of the City Planning departments. The announcement of the 24,000 sq. feet of floor space.

Freshman Council is Elected

Frosh Dance Date is Set
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